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Digital Strategy Advisory Services for a Large Industrial 
Distribution Solutions Company in Atlantic Canada
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Digital Strategy Advisory Services for a Large Industrial Distribution Solutions Company

• Identify key IT capabilities to support client’s business objectives

• Identify and prioritize the gaps between client’s business objectives and the associated current state capabilities 
required to support their growth strategy

• Develop a high-level roadmap of the top four (4) IT priorities outlining an implementation plan of initiatives required to 
achieve these priorities

Scope

Approach

• Conduct the kick-off meeting with the project sponsor and stakeholders to review the objectives, approach, roles and 
responsibilities

• Develop an understanding of client’s business objectives, concerns regarding current technology capabilities, and the 
vision and priorities for IT by interviewing the project sponsor and business leaders

• Assess the current state of IT capabilities against the IT operating model and conduct an IT Security Threat Risk 
Assessment

• Identify and prioritize the gaps (by value and risk) between client’s business objectives and the associated current state 
capabilities

• Identify gaps between client’s required future state IT operational requirements and the current state assessment

• Develop a high-level roadmap of the top four (4) IT priorities outlining an implementation plan of initiatives required to 
achieve these priorities. The initiatives are expected to contain both strategic and IT solution implementation initiatives 
that are aligned to the business strategy/priorities

Value delivered

1. Provided a current state assessment of 

the Information Technology function: 

applications and services, infrastructure, 

processes and structure

2. Report included identification and 

prioritization of the gaps between client’s 

business objectives and the current state 

IT capabilities

3. Identified the top four (4) IT priority areas 

for IT to focus on recommendations to be 

addressed in the Roadmap of IT Priorities

4. Provided an implementation plan 

(Roadmap of IT Priorities) for the top four 

(4) IT priorities
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